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Trans-dimensional Bayesian inversion of airborne electromagnetic
data for 2D conductivity profiles
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Abstract. This paper presents the application of a novel trans-dimensional sampling approach to a time domain airborne
electromagnetic (AEM) inverse problem to solve for plausible conductivities of the subsurface. Geophysical inverse field
problems, such as time domain AEM, are well known to have a large degree of non-uniqueness. Common least-squares
optimisation approaches fail to take this into account and provide a single solutionwith linearised estimates of uncertainty that
can result in overly optimistic appraisal of the conductivity of the subsurface. In this new non-linear approach, the spatial
complexity of a 2D profile is controlled directly by the data. By examining an ensemble of proposed conductivity profiles it
accommodates non-uniqueness and provides more robust estimates of uncertainties.
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Introduction

Airborne electromagnetic (AEM) (Palacky, 1993) exploration
represents a class of non-invasive methods that allow the
inference of the distribution of the electromagnetic properties
of the Earth’s subsurface. AEM uses a transmitting loop and
receiver coils towed or carried by an aircraft along flight lines.
Either short pulses (time domain AEM) or a combination of
different frequency sinusoids (frequency domain AEM) are
transmitted from an altitude of between 30 to 150m. These
primary electromagnetic fields, generally in a frequency range
of 25–130 kHz, induce eddy currents in the conductive materials
of the Earth according to Maxwell’s equations (Maxwell, 1881).
Receiver coils, located near or collocated with the transmitter, are
then able to detect secondary electromagnetic fields emitted from
conductive regions in the subsurface resulting from the induced
eddy currents.

While other electromagnetic properties can be inferred, the
most commonly resolved material property is that of
conductivity. This has implications for mineral exploration as
many ore bodies of economic metals typically have higher
conductivity relative to their host rocks. In AEM data, these
ore bodies show up as ‘bumps’ in the amplitudes of induced
secondary fields, thus motivating the development of AEM
techniques as a rapid mineral exploration technique in the 1950s.

More recently, AEM techniques have been adapted to more
general geological mapping, hydrogeological and various other
subsurface detection applications (Ackman, 2003). Example
applications include ground water mapping (Sattel and
Kgotlhang, 2004), salt-water intrusion (Fitterman and Deszcz-
Pan, 1998) and dry land salinity (Street et al., 1998; Lawrie et al.,
2000).

Existing approaches for inferring the subsurface distribution
of conductivity generally parameterise the subsurface as a set of
1D conductivity profiles (e.g. stitched 1D inversion), a 2D
conductivity-depth section mesh (e.g. laterally constrained 1D

inversion schemes and 2.5D inversions), or a 3D mesh (e.g.
spatially constrained 1D and 3D schemes). The conductivity
at each layer or cell is then solved for by minimising the
misfit between observed responses and predictions generated
by a forward model. Stabilisation of the inversion requires
one or more penalising model norms that impose restrictions
on deviation from a referencemodel (damping) or spatial gradients
(smoothing) (Tikhonov, 1943; Constable et al., 1987; Farquharson
and Oldenburg, 1993; Brodie and Sambridge, 2006), resulting in
a minimisation of misfit and model norms with different relative
weightings. The relative weighting of the penalising norms
versus the misfit between predictions and observations needs to
be controlled with tuning parameters, which introduce a degree
of subjectivity. While various criteria and automatic methods
of setting the hyper parameters are available (Hansen, 1992;
Farquharson and Oldenburg, 2004), they are not without their
problems (Hanke, 1996; Vogel, 1996).

One drawback of this regularised deterministic approach for
inferring conductivity is that only a single estimate of the
conductivity structure is recovered. This means we have little
appreciation of the potential non-uniqueness of the optimised
solution or the spread of plausible conductivitymodels that could
give rise to the same observed responses resulting from the non-
linear physical model and noise in our observations. While
uncertainty can be estimated from model covariance matrices
obtained from optimisation strategies, these give linearised
estimates of uncertainty that can provide biased uncertainty
estimates and are unable to properly quantify non-uniqueness
of solutions (Menke, 1989; Tarantola, 2005).

In recent times, computing power has advanced sufficiently
that ensemble techniques are becoming feasible for geophysical
inversion problems. These commonly use Markov chain Monte
Carlo (McMC) techniques (Brooks et al., 2011) to sample an a
posteriori probability distribution based on Bayes’ theorem
(Bayes, 1763). In this approach, an ensemble of plausible
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solutions to the inverse problem are obtained based on a
likelihood function and an a priori probability distribution for
the unknowns. From the posterior ensemble, likely candidate
models canbeextracted analogous to theoptimalmodels obtained
from traditional inversion techniques (Sambridge and
Mosegaard, 2002). In addition, the spread or variation of the
ensemble can be statistically interrogated to obtain rigorous
uncertainty estimates that can identify model parameterisation
trade-offs and non-uniqueness.

In a sampled Bayesian approach, the analogue to damping
regularisations is the use of Gaussian priors on model
conductivities. For smoothing, spatially correlated prior
constraints on either the conductivities or their gradients can
be used. Examples include probabilistic Bayesian approaches
such as Hauser et al. (2015), which uses an a priori fixed
correlation length value prior, and Rosas-Carbajal et al.
(2014), which used a hierarchical Bayes (Malinverno and
Briggs, 2004) approach for dynamically inverting for a
correlated gradient prior.

In general, the inversion results and correspondinguncertainty
estimates can be adversely affected by poor choices in the
formulation of the inverse problem, for example, in the choice
of the number and thickness of layers. As a general rule, if the
problem is incorrectly under parameterised or too simple then
the misfits between observations and predictions will be
large, and somewhat paradoxically, the uncertainties will be
underestimated with respect to the correct parameterisation.
This is commonly observed when the grid resolution is set too
coarsely in tomographic problems. Conversely, the model fit will
improve if the problem is incorrectly over parameterised, but
the uncertainties will be relatively overestimated due to increased
degrees of freedom or trade-offs present between model
parameters. This trade-off between resolution and uncertainty
is well known in geophysical inversion (Backus and Gilbert,
1968). More generally in Bayesian statistics, this trade-off is one
of the motivations for the field of Bayesian model selection
(Ando, 2010).

To rigorously estimate uncertainty in a geophysical inverse
problem, the impact of model selection should be considered.
Traditional approaches for when the number of candidate
models is relatively small include Bayes factors (Kass and
Raftery, 1995) and their various approximate criteria (Akaike,
1974; Spiegelhalter et al., 2002; Ando, 2007).

An advance in McMC sampling techniques that allows
dimensional changes (that is, changes to model
parameterisation) is birth-death McMC (Geyer and Møller,
1994) and its generalisation, reversible jump McMC (Green,
1995), often called trans-dimensional sampling in the geophysics
community. Since the introduction of the trans-dimensional
approach to geophysics (Malinverno, 2002), it has been used
in a wide variety of inverse problems, including paleo-
temperature reconstructions (Hopcroft et al., 2007), ambient
noise tomography (Bodin and Sambridge, 2009), receiver
functions (Piana Agostinetti and Malinverno, 2010; Bodin
et al., 2012a), surface wave dispersion (Dettmer et al., 2012),
paleo-plate motion reconstruction (Iaffaldano et al., 2014), body
wave tomography (Young et al., 2013; Piana Agostinetti et al.,
2015),Earth’smantle viscosity (Rudolphet al., 2015), the relative
rotation of the Earth’s inner core (Tkal�ci�c et al., 2013), tsunami
sea surfacedeformation (Dettmer et al., 2016), 1DAEMinversion
(Minsley, 2011; Brodie and Sambridge, 2012), and lastly, 2D
marine controlled source electromagnetic (CSEM) inversion
(Ray and Key, 2012; Ray et al., 2014).

In trans-dimensional inversion, the model parameterisation is
allowed to vary as part of the inversion process. Specifically, the

complexity of the spatial features of themodel is controlled by the
information in the data implicitly through relative Bayesian
evidence (Sambridge et al., 2006). This prevents the ensemble
from being dominated by too simple or overly complex model
parameterisations and leads to a natural ‘parsimony’ in model
complexity, which in turn offers more comprehensive estimates
of uncertainty as shown by Dettmer et al. (2016).

A recent advance in trans-dimensional techniques is trans-
dimensional trees (Hawkins and Sambridge, 2015). In this paper,
we provide the first illustration of the application of trans-
dimensional tree sampling to 2D image based inversion of
time domain AEM data and comment on its benefits for both
inversion and estimates of uncertainty.

Method

Overview

Our model domain for the trans-dimensional inversion is a 2D
region along a flight line recorded with time domain AEM
observations. We use a standard approach for the inversion of
such a 2D region of the subsurface with one axis in the depth
direction and the other along theflight line or laterally. The region
of interest is parameterised as a 2D image with one column of
pixels per AEM sounding in the lateral direction and
logarithmically spaced pixels in the depth direction. The
bottom row of pixels represents the underlying half-space
layer of the model domain. An illustrative schematic of the
parameterisation used in the inverse problem is shown on the
right of Figure 1.

Here our aim is to demonstrate the applicability of trans-
dimensional sampling to time domain AEM inversion. In a
sampling approach, the forward model that computes the
predicted response from a candidate model needs to be
evaluated on the order of one million times. From a practical
point of view, this prohibits the use of 2D or 3D forward
modelling with current computing resources. For this reason,
we restrict ourselves to the 1D forward model approach detailed
in Brodie and Sambridge (2006) and Brodie (2010), which is
available as open source software (Brodie, 2016).

Since a 1D forward modelling approximation is used to invert
the 2D structure, for each AEM sounding we run an independent
1D forward model on the conductivity structure represented by
thegrid cells directly below theAEMsounding.This assumes that
lateral heterogeneities along the flight line are smooth and do not
introduce significant theoretical modelling errors that cannot be
accounted for as part of the noisemodel, requiringmore advanced
2D or 3D forward modelling (Yang and Oldenburg, 2012). In
principle, there is no restriction on forward modelling, so in the
future 2D or 3D forward modelling could be incorporated as
available computational resources expand.

The Bayesian trans-dimensional approach

Our approach uses Bayesian inference to assess probability
density functions (PDFs) on model parameters representing
conductivities of the subsurface. From these empirical PDFs
we can infer reference models of likely structure using
expected values, medians, or modes. An additional benefit of
this approach is being able to estimate uncertainties and non-
uniqueness by examining the spread of the ensemble at each point
of our model.

Wegive anoverviewof the approachhere, but details appear in
Hawkins and Sambridge (2015). The general Bayesian approach
(Brooks et al., 2011; Gelman et al., 2004) uses Bayes Theorem
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rð�jdÞ ¼ rð�Þrðdj�Þ
rðdÞ ; ð1Þ

where y is the vector ofMmodel parameters, d is the N observed
data, r(y) is independent prior information on the model
parameters (e.g. physical constraints on the range of plausible
conductivities), r(d | y) is the likelihood function and r(d) is a
normalising term commonly referred to as the evidence. Since the
time domainAEMproblem involves a non-linear forwardmodel,
analytically calculating the evidence normalisation term is not
possible. Fortunately, relative inferences are sufficient for both
model inference and uncertainty estimates, obviating the need
for approximate numerical techniques, such as nested sampling
(Skilling, 2006), for computing the evidence term.

In time domain AEM, our observations at each point consist
of a response curve(s) representing the observed response of the
secondary field from conducting bodies beneath the surface, an
example of which we show later. Under the assumption that a
Gaussiannoisemodel accurately approximates thenoise resulting
from measurement and theory error, the likelihood function can
be written as

rðdij�Þ ¼ 1ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ð2pÞjjCrj

q exp
�1
2

ðGð�Þi � diÞTC�1
r ðGð�Þi � diÞ

� �
;

ð2Þ
where di is the ith AEM sounding along the flight path, j is the
number of time windows in the sounding, G(y)i is the predicted
response as a function of the model parameters y and Cr is the

covariancematrix representing the potentially correlated noise on
the data. In this study, the off diagonal elements of the covariance
matrix are assumed to be zero, although it would be possible to
consider covariance between observations in each sounding
where this information is available (Green and Lane, 2003).

We use McMC techniques to generate samples that converge
to the target distribution; in this case, the posterior probability
density (PPD) given by r(y | d) in Equation 1. This is an iterative
approach that perturbs the current model by sampling a proposal
density function q(y

0
| y) to generate a new candidate model y

0
.

The newmodel is accepted (i.e. becomes the current model in the
chain) or rejected (i.e. the previousmodel is retained) according to
theMetropolis-Hastings (Metropolis et al., 1953;Hastings, 1970)
probability rule

að�0j�Þ ¼ min
pð�0Þpðdj�0Þqð�j�0Þ
pð�Þpðdj�Þqð�0j�Þ

� �
: ð3Þ

The acceptance probability terms ensure correct convergence
to sampling the posterior by maintaining ‘detailed balance’ of
the Markov chain(s) (Brooks et al., 2011). The more general
Metropolis-Hastings-Green (Green, 1995) acceptance criteria,
which includes model dimension changes, is

að�0j�Þ ¼ min
pð�0Þpðdj�0Þqð�j�0Þ
pð�Þpðdj�Þqð�0j�Þ jIj

� �
; ð4Þ

where now y
0
may contain a different number of unknowns than

y, and the additional term jI j is the determinant of the Jacobian

Depth

Half-space

Fig. 1. A cartoon illustration of the trans-dimensional tree method with wavelet parameterisation of the subsurface conductivity. On
the left the subsurface conductivity is represented abstractly as a hierarchy of wavelet coefficients with different scale lengths. On the
rightwe show the parameterisation of the subsurfacewith a set offixed conductivity grid cellswith regular spacing in the lateral direction
and logarithmically spaced cells in the depth direction. The deepest row of conductivity cells represents the conductivity of the
bottom half-space.
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that represents the variable transformations that may occur when
model dimension or parameterisation changes.

Following Hawkins and Sambridge (2015), we use the trans-
dimensional tree approach with a wavelet parameterisation to
represent our image based model. In this approach, the model y
consists of a hierarchy of wavelet coefficients from coarse–fine
scale that are trans-dimensionally sampled to reconstruct the
subsurface distribution of conductivity. The benefits of this
approach compared to simply sampling over all pixels is that
our parameterisation can adapt to different scale length features.
This in turn results in better constraint on the parameters of the
inversion and more robust estimates of the uncertainty. Earlier
trans-dimensional approaches exist that parameterise 2D regions
of interest in terms of Voronoi cells; however, the trans-
dimensional tree approach with wavelet basis has been shown
to be more efficient for geophysical imaging problems, both in
terms of computational time and convergence rates. The choice of
wavelet basis also leverages the innate ability of wavelets to
decorrelate and compress images, meaning we can represent
complex subsurface features with relatively few parameters.

We only briefly describe the operation of the trans-
dimensional tree approach here. The reader is referred to
Hawkins and Sambridge (2015) for full details. In Figure 1,
we show an example abstract tree of wavelet coefficients on
the left. In this schematic of the tree, active coefficients are shown
as solid dots. Inactive nodes equate to having the corresponding
wavelet coefficient set to zero. From top to bottom, each level
corresponds to progressively finer structure. Through the
application of the inverse wavelet transform using a chosen
wavelet basis, we can map this hierarchy of wavelet
coefficients into a conductivity image shown on the right. For
the simulation studies presented herein,we have chosen to restrict
ourselves to the biorthogonal wavelet basis commonly referred
to as CDF 9/7 (Cohen et al., 1992), which provides good
compression of information, as evidenced by its use in the
JPEG 2000 image compression standard (Unser and Blu,
2003). The image constructed from our model of wavelet
coefficients is then used by the forward model to generate
synthetic response curve predictions. These predictions are
then compared with our observations in the likelihood function
shown in Equation 2.

Table 1. Lists the parameters for the time windows and additive noise
used in the noise model for the SkyTEM system in this study.

Low moment signal Window start
(ms)

Window end
(ms)

Constant noise
(� 10�12 V/Am4)

11.39 15.00 57.76100
15.39 19.00 7.71540
19.39 24.00 5.78490
24.39 31.00 3.91640
31.39 39.00 3.15020
39.39 49.00 2.51050
49.39 62.00 2.29120
62.39 78.00 1.92100
78.39 99.00 1.73300
99.39 125.00 1.52900
125.39 157.00 1.22580
157.39 199.00 0.96876
199.39 250.00 0.90323
250.39 315.00 0.82181
315.39 397.00 0.74835
397.39 500.00 0.62648
500.39 630.00 0.62901
630.39 793.00 0.57157
793.39 999.00 0.51475

High moment signal
78.39 99.00 0.255450
99.39 125.00 0.208150
125.39 157.00 0.191440
157.39 199.00 0.159200
199.39 250.00 0.145980
250.39 315.00 0.134020
315.39 397.00 0.127120
397.39 500.00 0.108440
500.39 630.00 0.102140
630.39 793.00 0.097184
793.39 999.00 0.090881
999.39 1258.00 0.084579
1258.39 1584.00 0.077776
1584.39 1994.00 0.069864
1994.39 2511.00 0.066747
2511.39 3161.00 0.059365
3161.39 3980.00 0.053300
3980.39 5011.00 0.048430
5011.39 6309.00 0.042199
6309.39 7942.00 0.037096
7942.39 9742.00 0.035710
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Fig. 2. The mean of the response curves from a representative section of
the BHMAR survey for the LM and HM are shown with a solid black line in
(a) and (b), respectively. The vertical scale is in log of the magnitude for
clarity. The grey shaded regions represent the range of possible response
curves over the studied flight line.
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The trans-dimensional tree algorithm adds and removes
nodes from the abstract tree. At each step of the Markov
chain, the randomly selected perturbations of the current
model are: add a new wavelet coefficient to our tree, remove a
wavelet coefficient from the tree, or change the value of an
existing wavelet coefficient. We set the probability of adding
a new wavelet coefficient to the same as that of removing a

wavelet coefficient, although in principle these could be set
independently as long as care is taken to ensure the acceptance
criteria correctly incorporates the different proposal probabilities.
In the general case, the starting model and the chain of models
during convergence are often poorfits to data and are discarded as
part of the ‘burn-in’ process. The remaining ‘chain’ of candidate
models then forms our ensemble fromwhichwemake inferences.

Common problems in sampling algorithms are poor
convergence due to poor tuning of proposal distributions,
sampling local minima due to non-linear effects and the
related problem of the difficulty of sampling multi-modal
posterior distributions. To overcome these issues, we use
parallel tempering (Earl and Deem, 2005; Dosso et al., 2012;
Ray et al., 2013; Sambridge, 2014) to more effectively explore
the posterior space during inversion. In this approach, multiple
Markov chains are run at different temperatures that reduce
the influence of the likelihood, as can be seen in the modified
acceptance criteria

að�0j�Þ ¼ min 1;
pð�0Þ
pð�Þ

pðdj�0Þ
pðdj�Þ

� �1
Tqð�j�0Þ
qð�0j�Þ jIj

" #
; ð5Þ

whereT is the temperature.We run a set of logarithmically spaced
temperatures with multiple chains at each temperature with
statistical information collected from the set of Markov chains
at a temperature of one. At higher temperatures, the influence of
the likelihood ratio is reducedand this allows thehigh temperature
chains to more actively explore the prior space. Periodically,
model exchanges are attempted between chains at different
temperatures that allow sharing of information about posterior
regions of interest between chains. As shown by Ray et al. (2013)
in a marine CSEM inversion, parallel tempering results in faster
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Fig. 3. The histogram of a central point of the images generated from
sampling from uniform wavelet coefficients with varying widths. The solid
line corresponds to a uniformprior on thewavelet coefficients of–0.5 . . . 0.5 as
used in this study, the dashed line –1.0 . . . 1.0 and the dotted line –2.0 . . . 2.0.
The distributionsof the conductivities given a prior on thewavelet coefficients
is well behaved and follows a generalised Gaussian distribution centred
on zero.
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Fig. 4. The history of three parameters that can be used as qualitative indications of convergence. These plots are monitored
until each of the chains appears stationary about a similar level. Posterior samples are collected once this qualitative criterion is
met. In (a) we show the NLL, in (b) the hierarchical error scaling parameter, and in (c) the number of model parameters or
wavelet coefficients required. In each of the plots we show the history of the independent chains in different colours on the left,
and on the right we show the posterior histograms with the black histogram representing the histogram of all chains combined.
In (a), the red dashed line shows the theoretical c2 limit for our 1280 observations.
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convergence in non-linear problems and more robust and
effective sampling. This more efficient traversal of the entire
prior space gives greater confidence in the final results, for
example, that we have not sampled a local minimum or a
single modality in a multi-modal posterior.

Application to Broken Hill Managed Aquifer Recharge
(BHMAR) project

Case study overview

Our case study uses helicopter-borne time domain AEM data
acquired as part of the Broken Hill Managed Aquifer Recharge
(BHMAR) project, a Geoscience Australia groundwater study.
The project’s aims were to investigate groundwater sources to
help better manage the township of Broken Hill’s water supply
during times of drought (Lawrie, 2016).

TheAEMdatawere acquired in 2009 using a SkyTEMsystem
(Sorensen and Auken, 2004) in which the transmitter loop and
receiver coils were carried on a frame towed below a helicopter.
Interleaved low moment (LM) and high moment (HM) data
were acquired at 222 and 25Hz base frequency, respectively.
Off time data were recorded at delay window times shown in
Table 1. Mean response curves over a representative flight path
for both moments are shown in Figure 2.

In time domain AEM, each response curve is measured in a
series of time windows. As can be seen from Figure 2, and as
evidenced by the necessity of a log scale for clarity, the response
magnitude decays with time, suggesting a non-stationary noise
model is required. For the studies herein, we use the same
empirically derived non-stationary noise model that was used
to recover conductivity structure using traditional deterministic
techniques. In this noise model, the noise is assumed to be
independent Gaussian distributed and the variance is a
function of the amplitude of the observed response and a
constant background noise level

s2i ¼ ðrjdijÞ2 þ a2i ; ð6Þ
where si is the standard deviation of the noise on the ith time
window, r is the relative level of noise as a scalar multiple of the
observed magnitude |di| and ai is the standard deviation of the
additive background noise considered constant for each window.
The time windows and level of additive noise is shown for both
the LM and HM signals in Table 1. For the relative noise, a
reference level of 3.6% was used. Hierarchical sampling
(Malinverno and Briggs, 2004; Bodin et al., 2012b) is used to
estimate a scaling termof this reference, that is, r= 0.036lwherel
is the hierarchical scaling term.
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Simulation studies

To test the inversion of time domain AEM data with the trans-
dimensional tree approach using a wavelet parameterisation, we
first conducted a synthetic experiment using a simple known
true model. A random flight path was generated, which included
random walk behaviour, to simulate changes in altitude and
orientation of the transmitter–receiver assembly. Using this
flight path, synthetic response curves were generated using
the 1D forward model. Random noise was then added to the
observations according to the noise model described in the
previous section to create our synthetic observations.

The inversion was started with a constant conductivity value
of 0.25 S/m in all cells of the model, including the half-space.
The models could be initialised by sampling from the prior (for
example, random models), or through some pre-conditioned or
optimised model (for example, we could use results obtained
using traditional regularisation techniques as a starting point).
However, since the trans-dimensional tree is able to represent
the conductivity model across multiple scales, we highlight
the performance of this feature by initiating from a simple
(homogeneous) structure.

The domain was parameterised as a region 200m deep to the
half-space layer with 16 pixels in depth (i.e. 15 layers plus the
half-space layer) and 16 pixels laterally. For our priors, we set a
uniform prior on the number of wavelet coefficients between
1 and 256. The prior on all wavelet coefficients was set to be
uniform between –0.5 and 0.5. Setting the prior on a wavelet
coefficient is non-intuitive. Amethod of understanding the range
of values an image can take given such a prior on the
corresponding wavelet coefficients is to sample from the prior
and examine the statistics of the resulting conductivity images.
We show the result of this in Figure 3wherewe have repeated this
experiment with increasingly larger prior widths. As can be seen
from the figure, a uniform range of between –0.5 and 0.5 gives a
reasonable distribution of conductivities. We have specified
simple coefficient priors here, but more advanced techniques
using past inversions or training images would likely improve
performance (Lochbühler et al., 2015).

The prior on thewavelet coefficients can have subtle effects on
the final outcome, so a second inversion was run with double
width priors to test the prior sensitivity, similar to Dettmer et al.
(2016), with negligible observed differences. The prior on the
hierarchical noise scaling parameter was set to a Jeffreys’ prior
due to our lack of knowledge of how we should scale our error
(Jeffreys, 1939; Jaynes, 2003).

We used four parallel chains with four temperatures
logarithmically spaced between 1 and 10. Convergence was
monitored by comparing the likelihood, hierarchical noise
scaling parameter and number of wavelet coefficients required
by the parallel chains, to ensure they are sampling about the same
region. We show a qualitative indication of convergence in
Figure 4, where in Figure 4a the unnormalised negative log-
likelihood (NLL), analogous to themisfit in optimisation regimes,
is plotted against Markov chain step. In Figure 4b and Figure 4c,
the hierarchical error scaling parameter and the number of model
parameters or wavelet coefficients is plotted against chain step,
respectively.

In Figure 4awe can see the NLL of each independent chain is
correctly sampling about the same value. In this synthetic
experiment we have 640 observations (16 lateral columns with
40 time windows for each column). When our noise model is a
goodmatch for the true noise, the unnormalisedNLLwill sample
a value around half the number of observations, 320 in this case.
We show this value, which we define as the c2 limit, as a red

dashed line in thefigure. Similarly, inFigure 4bwesee that in each
of the independent chains the hierarchical error scaling parameter
has converged to a value of approximately one, indicating that the
noise model is correctly recovered. Finally, in Figure 4cwe show
the number ofwavelet coefficients has converged to ~20,which is
much fewer than the maximum of 256 wavelet coefficients from
a 16� 16 grid. This illustrates the power of trans-dimensional
sampling in automatically restricting the number of model
parameters to those required by the data, which can improve
both sampling efficiency as well as the inversion result itself.

In Figure 5 the true synthetic model is shown in Figure 5a,
while the mean, median and mode of the ensemble are shown in
Figure 5b–d, respectively. It can be seen in the figure that these
model estimates have generally recovered the structure quite well
with the exception of the parts of the model below 100m where
the models overestimate the conductivity. In Figure 5e, f, the top
most 50mof the true andensemblemedianmodel are displayed to
highlight the good recovery of the true model nearer the surface.

The erroneous features at depth are to be expected, since
resolving power of AEM systems decays with distance. The key
point of this approach is that we can quantify this decay in
resolvability. To illustrate that this is reflected in uncertainty
results from the inversion, in Figure 6 we show both the
magnitude of half the 95% highest posterior density (HPD)
width (Hyndman, 1996) and two times the standard deviation
for each conductivity cell in the region.TheHPDwidth represents
the minimum width (highest density) in log of conductivity that
contains 95% of our ensemblemodels. At any point in ourmodel,
we can state as an approximation that our uncertainties are �½
HPD about the mean, median, or mode. We also show for
comparison twice the standard deviation at each point, which
also approximately corresponds to the range of 95% of the
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models in our ensemble. In general, the HPD interval is
comparable to the standard deviation in magnitude, however
this is not always the case. The standard deviation assumes the
posterior is Gaussian in shape and this assumption is often
violated, particularly in non-linear problems. Regardless, the
trend in both measures of uncertainty shows a consistent
increase of uncertainty with depth.

With this simulation study, we have shown that we can
adequately resolve simple laterally varying conductivity
models with the combination of our noise model and the trans-
dimensional tree sampling approach using a wavelet basis. We
can also successfully recover the amplitude of the data noise via
inclusion of a hierarchical error scaling term in the noise model.

Real data

Here we invert part of a flight line of time domain AEM data
recorded as part of the BHMAR project. We selected a small
section of a ~3 km flight line that consisted of 32 LM and HM
soundings. We began the inversion with all Markov chains
initialised to a model with a homogeneous conductivity of
0.25 S/m. We used the same noise model as described earlier
with hierarchical sampling to estimate an amplitude term for the
noise level.

The inversionwas run on a clusterwith eight parallel tempered
chains of the eight temperatures, each giving a total of 64

independent chains. The eight temperatures were spaced
logarithmically between a temperature of 1 and 10. The
inversion was performed incrementally in lots of 200 000
iterations until the chains appeared converged. After burn-in,
we continued running for a further onemillion iterations to collect
the posterior ensemble. The inversion process took ~27 h (using
512 cores on a cluster with Intel Xeon CPUs).

As in the simulation study, we show the convergence of the
NLL in Figure 7a, the hierarchical error scaling parameter in
Figure 7b and the number of wavelet coefficients in Figure 7c.
These plots show well converged chains both sampling around
the same region of the posterior. Verifying convergence of trans-
dimensional samplers is still an open research topic. Common
techniques of fixed dimensional samplers that compare variances
between independent runs are generally not applicable to trans-
dimensional as there may not be a correspondence between the
model parameters between independent chains. As a proxy, in
Figure 7d we have computed the Gelman-Rubin (Gelman and
Rubin, 1992) convergence statistic for theNLL (blue curve), error
scaling term (green curve) and the number of wavelet coefficients
(red curve). The plots all suggest that the chains have converged
to an R statistic of near unity at the point where the posterior
samples are collected, highlighted by the grey shaded region.

Thehierarchical data noise scalingparameter has converged to
a scaling of ~0.6, suggesting a relative error closer to 2.2% is
perhaps more appropriate for this data. The modal number of
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coefficients required to represent the solution is ~120 where we
have set a uniform prior of between 1 and 2000 coefficients (of a
possible 1024 for this 32 sounding by 32 layer system).While not
the intended purpose of trans-dimensional sampling, this can also
be seen as reducing computational effort, as instead of sampling
1024 individual pixelswecan reduce theproblemto sampleover a
far smaller number of coefficients. More importantly, it has been
observed elsewhere that trans-dimensional sampling results in a
better constrained inversion with improved estimates of
uncertainties compared to fully sampling the entire domain
(Dettmer et al., 2016).

In Figure 7a the NLL has converged to below the c2 limit.
There are many reasons why this can occur but the most likely is
that there is correlation in the noise in our observations that is
currently not taken into account by the empirical noise model.
Other studies have found relatively strong correlation of errors
from repeated trials over the same flight line (Green and Lane,
2003), suggesting this is a plausible explanation. An approach to
verify and/or remedy this is to compute the covariance of the
residuals obtained from the inversion as in Dettmer et al. (2016)
and re-invert the data using the empirically derived covariance
matrix inEquation2.Understanding the covariant attributesof the
noise inherent in this system would be a potential area of future
research.

In Figure 8a we show the median of the ensemble as a
representative estimate of the likely distribution of
conductivity that generated the measured observations. The
median compares well with previously obtained results using a
conventional laterally constrained deterministic least-squares
approach with damping and smoothing regularisation shown in
Figure 8b (Lawrie, 2016). The broad features of the inversions
are comparable, although there are two striking differences. The
trans-dimensional approach appears to have recovered a deep
high conductivity region beginning at ~75m depth at the left of

the region, and a low conductivity anomaly at ~40m depth to the
right of the region.

In Figure 9 we again show the comparison of the median of
the ensemble to the earlier result, zoomed in on the top 50m to
examine near the surface in detail. Here we can see that the
trans-dimensional approach achieves similar structure, but with
greater detail and higher magnitude conductivity anomalies
than the traditional least-squares approach with damping and
smoothing regularisation. The overall amplitude of variations is
higher in the trans-dimensional solution, suggesting that the
least-squares solution may have been over damped or
smoothed. Additionally, with the trans-dimensional tree
approach we are able to explore the trade-off between noise
level and complexity through the use of the hierarchical noise
scaling parameter.

Ensemble appraisal

Auseful feature of a trans-dimensional ensemble based approach
is that it is a method that can robustly estimate uncertainties in
highly non-linear inverse problems. This uncertainty may
become critical in decision making processes relying on AEM
studies, for example, determining optimum site locations for
hydrogeological investigations.

Common estimates of uncertainty, such as computing the
Hessian in a least-squares optimisation approach, give
linearised estimates that assume a Gaussian distribution for the
posterior. This can lead to both under and over estimations of
uncertainty. In a Bayesian sampling approach, point wise
standard deviations and HPD intervals can be computed that
give similar single value representations of model errors. Once
again though, these assume aGaussian distributed posterior and a
single modality posterior, respectively, and similarly result in
poor estimates of uncertainties if these assumptions are violated.

A more effective method of examining the potential
uncertainties is to look at 1D marginal posterior probabilities.
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Fig. 8. The median of the ensemble from the inversion of data from the
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For comparison, we show the inversion result obtained from traditional least-
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To give an example, we show 1D marginal posterior densities
along depth profiles at points of interest in Figure 10, where
Figure 10d shows the model domain overview and location of
transects along depth, and individual marginal probabilities for
the respective profiles are shown in Figure 10a–c. In these three
plots, we show in shaded colour the relative probability of the
conductivity at each depth. We also show the median with a red
dotted line, and the HPD minimum and maximum (assuming a
unimodal distribution) with green dashed lines.

A common feature of these marginal plots is their high degree
ofmulti-modality. Even though the likelihoods, hierarchical error
scaling and number of model parameters have converged, our
posterior shows strong variations indicative of multiple
conductivity profiles supported by the observations. This is
characteristic of a forward model that is diffusive in nature and
cannot be quantified in optimisation approaches with simplistic
linearised estimates of uncertainty.

Transect A was chosen to investigate the high conductivity
anomaly that was recovered by the trans-dimensional approach,
but not seen in the traditional least-squares solution. One can
clearly see in Figure 10a that, despite the large spread of possible
conductivities at this depth, the support for conductivity around
1 S/m (> ~75m depth) is reasonably strong down to 140m,
although deeper than this inference becomes questionable. In
contrast, transects B and C show the strongest support for
conductivities less than 1 S/m in the deeper parts of the model.
This strongly suggests that the high conductivity anomaly is not
an artefact and is constrained by our observations, albeit weakly
given the spread of the values.We speculate that the least-squares
approach fails to see this anomaly due to over damping to a
reference model.

In Figure 11, we again show the marginal probabilities, but
here only the top 50m of the domain is displayed in order to
highlight the near surface structure. Focusing on the upper most
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5m of transect B, there is a feature that shows strong layering
in the median model. By examining the marginals for this
transect we can see that there is a larger uncertainty and multi-
modality in the top 5m of this transect compared to the other
transects. This may be caused by a conductive surface feature
causing interference of the observations, or another source of
observational noise.

Finally, in transect C we have a low conductivity anomaly
at ~40m (Figure 11). When examining the 1D marginal in
Figure 11c, we can see at this point there is a strong
bimodality between two low conductivity values and the
median has been perturbed towards the lowest of these. The
modal value at this depth is the higher of the two bimodal peaks,
suggesting that this low conductivity anomaly is less likely.

It is clear from the marginal profiles shown at these three
locations, particularly the last marginal profile, that presenting
the results of a conductivity subsurface in terms of a single model
estimate, either from an optimised solution or themean ormedian
of an ensemble solution, lacks a great deal of information on

the non-uniqueness of the solution. It is only through careful
and rigorous interrogation of the marginal distribution of
conductivities that we can see how well constrained the
conductivity is at all points of our model domain. Ensemble
based approaches require considerably more attention by the
practitioner, but likewise provide a greater degree of richness
in interpretation of model constraint.

Summary and discussion

We have demonstrated the application of a novel trans-
dimensional sampling technique using a wavelet parameteri-
sation to the inversion of time domain AEM data. While more
computationally costly, the new approach provides quantitative
insights on the robustness of residual features in themodel, aswell
as insight into the potential non-uniqueness of the inversion and
more rigorous estimates of uncertainties. It achieves this through
full solution of the physical model at each step, albeit with a 1D
layered Earth approximation. This means we do not have to
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linearise the problem in our estimation of the conductivity field
and the uncertainties.

In the trans-dimensional approach, we remove the need for
damping and smooth regularisation required in traditional least-
squares optimisation approaches and instead use uniform prior
probability distributions on parameters within chosen bounds.
The damping penalising norms constrain conductivities towards
an a priori reference model, which can result in underestimates
of conductivity magnitudes for weakly informative data, and
consequently, failure to resolve features and underestimates of
uncertainties.

The trans-dimensional approach is able to explore a larger
range of conductivities and therefore shows a larger range of
conductivity profiles that plausibly fit the observations given
the forwardmodellingandnoise estimation.Similarly, smoothing
penalising norms by their nature reduce resolvability of
conductivity contrasts. In the trans-dimensional approach, we
adapt to the resolvable features required to support the
observations rather than a priori fixing an upper limit on the
resolution of the model via a smoothing weight.

As stated in the results, the inversion took ~27 h to complete
on a large computer cluster. This represents a serious impost in
terms of computational time over and above traditional least-
squares optimisation techniques. The reason for this is a least-
squares optimisation approach may require hundreds of forward
model evaluations, whereas in a complex model a sampling
approach may require millions of forward model evaluations,
and this large number of forward model evaluations is by far
the dominant computational effort of the inversion. As such,
inverting longer lengths of the flight line would increase the
computational cost of this method in an approximately linear
fashion, that is, inverting twice the length of flight line would
take twice as long. As access to super-computing facilities
becomes widespread, this negative will be outweighed by the
benefits ofmore detailed information obtained from the inversion
that canbeused to rigorously test hypotheses about the subsurface
composition.

It is worth noting that the trans-dimensional approach does
not preclude the use of traditional least-squares optimisation,
but is complementary to it. Regions previously inverted using
traditional techniques where the results prove interesting or
paradoxical could be re-examined with the trans-dimensional
approach to gain deeper insights into the range of possible
subsurface conductivities. Conversely, the trans-dimensional
approach can be used to study the noise processes and to
estimate empirical data noise covariances at small scale, which
can then be used in subsequent larger scale inversions using
traditional techniques. Another interesting investigation would
be to compare the trans-dimensional results obtained in purely
1D inversion from Brodie and Sambridge (2012) with those
obtained here.

By its very nature, time domain AEM is an imaging problem
with non-unique solutions. Tackling this through ensemble based
methods, such as trans-dimensional sampling is viable, useful and
will become increasingly practical in the future.
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